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Summary of Appeal

Total number of Metrics appealed: Raised in Appeals Proforma (17 QnM + 0 
QlM).

Quantitative Metrics (Metric Id)



Quantitative Metrics (only for the metrics for which clarifications is sought by DVV)

1.3.4: Percentage  of students undertaking  field projects / research projects / internships  (Data for the latest 
completed  academic year).

1.3.4.1. Number of students undertaking field projects or research projects or internships.

HEI Input : 1500
DVV suggested Input : Provide Internship completion certificate / project work completion certificate of Sukulmuni Tudu Parwati 
Soren Sraswati Soren Munni Madina Sarthi Patra Sakuntala Murmu Sushma Samad Nancy Bhengra Yadav Gope Ravindra Diggi Binita 
Kunkal Dhanshree Banra Amit Kachhap for year 2020-21, from the organization where internship / project was completed along with 
the duration. Provide Report of the field visit / sample photographs of the field visit / permission letter from the competent authority for 
year 2020-21.
HEI clarification Input : Not found
Recommended Input : 00

HEI comments for the metric:
1. Appropriate links to the details of research projects along with their projects are provided during this appeal process
2. Links to the uploaded documents for the Appeal process: 1.3.4_Appeal_file_1, 1.3.4_Appeal_file_2 etc.
3. No. of projects by Dept. of Sanskrit: 20, Dept. of Psychology: 36, Dept. of Commerce: 16, Dept. of Geography: 2
4. Appeal Master file uploaded to the NAAC site: 1.3.4_Appeal_file_final
5. Additional Link/Data: ListofStudents_Research Project, Research Project of Students_Translated Certificate
6. In view of the above, HEI appeals that the revised data of metric 1.3.4 be considered and HEI feels that it deserves to be graded up for this metric to 4. 
7. HEI claims may be considered.

Link given during DVV Clarification: 1.3.4_DVV_Clarification
SSR Link: 1.3.4_SSR

Obtained Score: 2
Expected Score: 4

https://kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3729-1-3-4.html
https://kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3678-sanskrit_field-work-report-certificate_2016.html
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/appeal_doc/7748_1679062715.pdf
https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3943-sanskrit-research-project-list%20of%20students.html
https://kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3985-1-3-4_research-project-list-of-students-translated-certificate.html
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/107311/1.3.4_1650023178_7748.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/107311/1.3.4_1650023178_7748.xlsx


Quantitative Metrics (only for the metrics for which clarifications is sought by DVV)

1.4.1: Structured feedback for design and review of syllabus – semester-wise / year-wise is received from
1) Students, 2) Teachers, 3) Employers,
4) Alumni

HEI Input : All of the Above
DVV suggested Input : "Provide sample filled feedback from 1) Students, 2) Teachers 3) Employers and 4) Alumni on the syllabus and 
its transaction at the institution for the year 2020-21.
HEI clarification Input : Data has been provided
Recommended Input : E. None of the above

HEI comments for the metric:
1. Links provided in the appeal file: 1.4.1_AppealFiles_1,  Policy_feedback
2. Appeal Master file uploaded to the NAAC site: AppealFinal_file_1.4.1
3. In view of the above points and documents attached, HEI feels that it deserves to be upgraded for this metric from 0 to 4. 
4. HEI claims may be considered.

Link given during DVV Clarification: 1.4.1_DVV_Clarification
SSR Link: 1.4.1_SSR

4

Obtained Score: 0
Expected Score: 4 

https://kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3688-students-feedback-2016-17.html
https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3972-circular-of-policy-on-feedback-mechanism-along-with-feedback-formats_ku.html
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/appeal_doc/7748_1679062934.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/107311/1.4.1_1650023641_7748.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/107311/1.4.1_1650023641_7748.xlsx


Quantitative Metrics (only for the metrics for which clarifications is sought by DVV)

1.4.2: Feedback processes of the institution may be classified as follows: 
A. Feedback collected, analysed, action taken and feedback hosted on website 
B. Feedback collected, analysed and action has been taken 
C. Feedback collected and  analysed 
D. Feedback collected 
E. Feedback not collected 

HEI Input : D. Feedback collected
DVV suggested Input : Provide link for Action taken report on feedback signed by head of the department. Provide Stakeholder 
feedback analysis report signed by the Principal for the year 2020-21. 
HEI clarification Input : Not found
Recommended Input : E. Feedback not collected

HEI comments for the metric:
1. HEI appeals as per the requirements, department-wise feedback analysis report of stakeholders, duly signed by the competent 

authority, was collected and it has been uploaded to the university website.
2. Links provided in the appeal: 1.4.2_Appeal_file_1
3. Appeal Master file uploaded to the NAAC site: 1.4.2_AppealFile_final 
4. In view of the above, HEI appeals that the revised data of metric 1.4.2 be considered and HEI feels that it deserves to be graded up 

for this metric to 4.
5. HEI claims may be considered.
Link given during DVV Clarification:
SSR Link: 5

Obtained Score: 0
Expected Score:  4 

https://kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3684-feedback-final.html
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/appeal_doc/7748_1679062987.pdf


Quantitative Metrics (only for the metrics for which clarifications is sought by DVV)

2.1.1: Demand Ratio (Average of last five years)
2.1.1.1. Number of seats available year wise during the last five years
HEI Input:

DVV suggested Input : Provide List containing the number of applications received for each of the programs as endorsed by competent 
authority. Provide Document relating to sanction of intake as approved by competent authority for the year 2016-17, 2017-18 , 2018-19 
and 2019-20, 2020-21."
HEI clarification Input: HEI provided supporting document
Recommended Input: DVV has made the changes as per seats available

HEI comments for the metric:
1. HEI appeals for the clarification of the DVV for this metric with the supporting documents
2. Necessary links provided during appeal: 2.1.1_Appeal_file_1, 2.1.1_Appeal_file_2 etc
3. Appeal Master file uploaded to the NAAC site: 2.1.1_Appeal_Final
4. In view of the above, HEI appeals that the revised data of metric 2.1.1 be considered and HEI feels that it deserves to be graded up 

for this metric to 4.
5. HEI claims may be considered.
Link given during DVV Clarification : 2.1.1
SSR Link: 2.1.1_SSR 6

Year 2020-21 2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17

HEI Input 1611 1751 1439 1423 1070

Obtained Score: 0 
Expected Score:  4

https://kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3758-pg_admission_2017-2019.html
https://kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3759-pg_admission-2018-20.html
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/appeal_doc/7748_1679069065.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/public/index.php/admin/get_file?file_path=eyJpdiI6Ink5bmVWVmYzL1pJYWFlQ3RSQ1IwVmc9PSIsInZhbHVlIjoiTTFpcVV4RDNJWjZuVXdhNnl4NWw0ZmcyOThpRWpHSkVTV0hHNHdzbUZ5bDBPTTFyK3RnTHowb2VOSk9BVndFVENUSmJJcFU0ZWk1cVdqeTQyNmtTbkE9PSIsIm1hYyI6ImZkNDY5NDA2MzYyYjY2NzAyNWIwZGY2NTczNWFkOTNjNzg0YWEwZWMzZjc3NDJhOGE1YjNmMjM1MmY2M2U4YjkiLCJ0YWciOiIifQ==
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/107311/2.1.1_1649839071_7748.xlsx


Quantitative Metrics (only for the metrics for which clarifications is sought by DVV) 

3.4.1 The Institution ensures implementation of its stated Code of Ethics for research through the following:
1. Inclusion of research ethics in the research methodology course work
2. Presence of Ethics committee
3. Plagiarism check through software
4. Research Advisory Committee

HEI Input: A. All of the above
DVV suggested Input: Provide Copy of the syllabus of the research methodology course work to indicate if research ethics is included. 
Provide Constitution of the ethics committee and its proceedings as approved by the appropriate body. Constitution of research advisory 
committee and its proceedings as approved by the appropriate body. Provide Bills of purchase of licensed plagiarism check software in the 
name of the HEI for the year 2016-17, 2017-18 , 2018-19 and 2019-20, 2020-21 if available.
HEI clarification Input: Supporting document provided.
Recommended Input: DVV has select E. None of the above as per HEI has not shared relevant documents.

HEI comments for the metric: 
1. HEI appeals for the clarification of the DVV with the supporting document for each and every year during the NAAC assessment.
2. For the appeal, HEI has provided appropriate links : 3.4.1_AppealFile_1, 3.4.1_AppealIFile_2,  3.4.1_AppealFile 3
3. Appeal Master file uploaded to NAAC site: 3.4.1_Appeal KU
4. Additional links: CourseWorkSyllabus,   NotificationCommittee,  Ethics_guidelines, Ethical_Committee
5. In view of the above, HEI appeals that the revised data of metric 3.4.1 be considered and HEI feels that it deserves to be graded up for this 

metric to 4.
6. HEI claims may be considered.
Link given during DVV: 
SSR Link: 
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Obtained Score: 0 
Expected Score: 4

https://kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3718-ku-research-methodology-syllabus-pg-programme.html
https://kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3717-ku-research-methodology-syllabus_phd-course-work.html
https://kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3720-code-of-ethics-kolhan-university-1.html
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/appeal_doc/7748_1679065094.pdf
https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3941-ku-ph-d-course-work-syllabus-zoology-2020-onwards.html
https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3948-universal-values-and-ethics%20committee_ku.html
https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3974-3-4-1_research-ethics.html
https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3719-institutional-ethical-committee-ku.html


Quantitative Metrics (only for the metrics for which clarifications is sought by DVV)

3.4.7 E-content is developed by teachers :
1.For e-PG-Pathshala
2.For CEC (Under Graduate)
3.For SWAYAM
4.For other MOOCs platform
5.Any other Government Initiatives
6.For Institutional LMS

HEI Input: D. Any 2 of the above
DVV suggested Input: Provide links to upload document of e-content developed showing the authorship. Supporting documents from the 
sponsoring agency for the e-content developed by the teachers need to be provided. Provide For institution LMS a summary of the e-
content developed and the links to the e-content should be provided for year 2020-21.
HEI clarification Input: Provided link for the course content.
Recommended Input: DVV has select E. None of the above as per HEI has not shared relevant documents.

HEI comments for the metric:
1. HEI appeals for the clarification of the DVV for this metric with the required links for the course content but there might be some problem in 

the link. LMS developed by the University. Screenshot is attached. Teachers have developed e-content for the UG programmes
2. For the appeal, HEI has provided appropriate links: 3.4.7_AppealFile1 
3. Appeal Master file uploaded to NAAC site: 3.4.7_KU
4. In view of the above, HEI appeals that the revised data of metric 3.4.7 be considered and HEI feels that it deserves to be graded up for this 

metric to 4.
5. HEI claims may be considered.
Link given during DVV: 3.4.7_DVV
SSR Link: 3.4.7_SSR 8

Obtained Score: 0 
Expected Score: 4

https://kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/facilities/central-library/integrated-lms/e-content/pg.html
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/appeal_doc/7748_1679069423.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/107311/3.4.7_1649945929_7748.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/107311/3.4.7_1649945929_7748.xlsx


Quantitative Metrics (only for the metrics for which clarifications is sought by DVV)

4.2.2 Institution has access to the following: 1. e-journals 2. e-ShodhSindhu 3. Shodhganga Membership 4. e-books 5. Databases 
6. Remote access to e-resources 

HEI Input: A. Any 4 or more of the above
DVV suggested Input : "Provide e-copy of the letter of subscription /membership in the name of HEI. "Provide Screenshots of the 
facilities claimed with the name of HEI for year 2020-21.
HEI clarification Input : Supporting document provided.
Recommended Input : DVV has select C. Any 2 of the above as per shared reports by HEI.

HEI comments for the metric:
1. The links for e-journals, e-shodhsindhu, shodhganga, e-books and other resources are provided.
2. For the Appeal HEI has provided supporting documents: 4.2.2_Appeal_file_1, 4.2.2_Appeal_file_2 etc.
3. Appeal Master file uploaded to the NAAC site: 4.2.2_Appeal_final_file 
4. Additional links: ICT_Tools, Lib_ExpenditureBooks, Lib_MoU, Lib_PlagirismSoft_bill
5. In view of the above, HEI appeals that the revised data of metric 4.2.2 be considered and HEI feels that it deserves to be graded up 

for this metric to 4. 
6. HEI claims may be considered.
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Obtained Score: 2 
Expected Score: 4

Link given during DVV Clarification: 4.2.2_DVV
SSR Link: 4.2.2_SSR

https://kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3739-ku-library-shodhsindhu-pdf.html
https://kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3738-ku-library-shodhshuddhi-pdf.html
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/appeal_doc/7748_1679065537.pdf
https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/ict-tools-and-e-resources.html
https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3962-4-2-2_book-library.html
https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3735-ku_library_mou-pdf.html
https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3976-4-2-3_library-plagiarism-software-bill.html
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/107311/4.2.2_1650004518_7748.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/107311/4.2.2_1650004518_7748.xlsx


Quantitative Metrics (only for the metrics for which clarifications is sought by DVV)

4.2.4: Percentage per day usage of library by teachers and students ( foot falls and login data for online 
access) during the latest completed academic year

4.2.4.1. Number of teachers and students using library per day over last one year

HEI Input: 1272
DVV suggested Input : Provide the log book entries and data for online access for the teachers and students using library 
for year 2020-21.
HEI clarification Input : Supporting document provided.
Recommended Input : 254
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Obtained Score: 1 
Expected Score: 4

HEI comments for the metric:
1. Log book and other documents are provided.
2. For the Appeal HEI has provided supporting documents: 4.2.4_Appeal_file_1,  4.2.4_Appeal_file_2 
3. Appeal Master file uploaded to the NAAC site: 4.2.4_Appeal_final_file 
4. In view of the above, HEI appeals that the revised data of metric 4.2.4 be considered and HEI feels that it deserves to be graded 

up for this metric to 4
5. HEI claims may be considered.

Link given during DVV Clarification: 4.2.4_DVV
SSR Link: 

https://kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3693-library-footfall-internet.html
https://kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3692-library-footfall.html
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/appeal_doc/7748_1679066394.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/public/index.php/admin/get_file?file_path=eyJpdiI6Ik1CUmk4bFh1WDdTM2NFTUdaTFU4QkE9PSIsInZhbHVlIjoiZ1V3SkVLZVpRSVN6NHlaWTA2RlkzWElkRHdSdjJQQnNIOWt0THArSTBpbXNwVnR0UmhyQmxLbUFBRDRsOFZTNzJiL29GL3hsZHJCNXZhaFBnZ2Y5R1E9PSIsIm1hYyI6ImYxNGY4ZjQwYWNmYzZjMzE3YjM1YWE5YTdjYjc0YWUyMWMwNzBmOTA5NTU4MDNmYWM0OTJjNGQxN2M2MmQ3ZjEiLCJ0YWciOiIifQ==


Quantitative Metrics (only for the metrics for which clarifications is sought by DVV)

4.4.1 Average percentage expenditure incurred on maintenance of physical facilities and academic support 
facilities excluding salary component during the last five years

HEI Input:

DVV suggested Input: Provide schedule of audited income and expenditure statement highlighting the items of expenditure incurred 
on maintenance of physical facilities and academic support facilities duly certified by Head of the Institution and CA for the year 
2016-17, 2017-18 , 2018-19 and 2019-20, 2020-21.
HEI clarification Input: Supporting document provided.
Recommended Input:

HEI comments for the metric:
1. As per the DVV finding, the HEI has provided the link for supporting documents for the last five years
2. For the Appeal HEI has provided supporting documents: 4.4.1_Appeal_file_1
3. Appeal Master file uploaded to the NAAC site: 4.4.1_Appeal_file_final 
4. Additional data: Expenditure_New
5. In view of the above, HEI appeals that the revised data of metric 4.4.1 be considered and HEI feels that it deserves to be graded up for this 

metric to 4.
6. HEI claims may be considered.
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Obtained Score: 0 
Expected Score: 4

Link given during DVV Clarification: 4.4.1_DVV
SSR Link: 4.4.1_SSR

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/19UvDnORKHewPCFPbqkQWeeTE5TpA5aXi?usp=sharing
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/appeal_doc/7748_1679063727.pdf
https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3961-4-4-1_expenditure-additional.html
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/107311/4.4.1_1650005654_7748.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/107311/4.4.1_1650005654_7748.xlsx


Quantitative Metrics (only for the metrics for which clarifications is sought by DVV)

5.1.2: Average percentage of students benefited by career counseling and guidance for competitive examinations 
as offered by the Institution during the last five years.

HEI Input :

DVV suggested Input : Provide Copy of circular/brochure of We are providing the special Coaching for Govt. Job to our student for 
2016-17, 2017-18, 2018-19, 2020-21 along with the Year-wise list of students attending each of these schemes signed by competent 
authority.
HEI clarification Input : HEI has shared supporting document
Recommended Input : 
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Obtained Score: 1 
Expected Score: 4

HEI comments for the metric:
1. HEI appeals in this respect with necessary documents. List of students year-wise, circulars, certificates and brochures are also provided.  
2. For the Appeal HEI has provided supporting documents: 5.1.2_Appeal_file_1 and 5.1.2_Appeal_file_2
3. Appeal Master file uploaded to the NAAC site: 5.1.2_Appeal_file_Final
4. In view of the above, HEI appeals that the revised data of metric 4.4.1 be considered and HEI feels that it deserves to be graded up for 

this metric to 4.
5. HEI claims may be considered.

Link given during DVV Clarification: 5.1.2_DVV
SSR Link: 5.1.2_SSR

https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3723-free-coaching-centre-ku-1.html
https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3724-5-1-2-career-counselling-student-list.html
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/appeal_doc/7748_1679066517.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/107311/5.1.2_1650007745_7748.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/107311/5.1.2_1650007745_7748.xlsx


Quantitative Metrics (only for the metrics for which clarifications is sought by DVV)

5.1.4: The institution adopts the following for redressal of student grievances including sexual harassment and ragging cases 
1. Implementation of guidelines of statutory/regulatory bodies
2. Organisation wide awareness and undertakings on policies with zero tolerance
3. Mechanisms for submission of online/offline students’ grievances
4. Timely redressal of the grievances through appropriate committee

HEI Input : A. All of the above
DVV suggested Input : Provide Minutes of the meetings of Student Grievance Cell as per the metric. Provide Circular/web-link/ 
committee report justifying the objective of the metric Provide Proof of constitution of Internal Complaints Committee/ Grievances 
Redressal Committee formation/Anti Ragging Committee as per UGC regulations for year 2020-21.
HEI clarification Input : NA
Recommended Input : E. None of the above
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Obtained Score: 0 
Expected Score: 4

HEI comments for the metric:
1. The documents of student’s grievances, policies, anti-ragging cell are provided
2. For the Appeal HEI has provided supporting documents: 5.1.4_Appeal_file_1, 5.1.4_Appeal_file_2 etc.
3. Appeal Master file uploaded to the NAAC site: 5.1.4_Appeal_final_file
4. Additional Data: Grievances_ReportCount, Grievance_Policy
5. In view of the above, HEI appeals that the revised data of metric 4.4.1 be considered and HEI feels that it deserves to be graded up for this 

metric to 4.
6. HEI claims may be considered.

Link given during DVV Clarification: 
SSR Link: 

https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3755-5-1-4-internal-complaint-committee_minutesmeeting.html
https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3757-5-1-5-student-grievance-redressal-policy_ku.html
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/appeal_doc/7748_1679066700.pdf
https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3958-5-1-4-additional-data.html
https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3975-5-1-4_student-grievances-new.html


Quantitative Metrics (only for the metrics for which clarifications is sought by DVV)

5.2.2: Average percentage of placement of outgoing students during the last five years

HEI Input :

DVV suggested Input : Provide appointment letter or Offer letter of the ELIZABETH BANRA SUBODH MAHAKUR MADHURI GOPE SARITA SUNDI KRITI KIRAN 
BODRA LALITA GOPE RANGEETA UGURSANDI HARISH CHANDRA MAHATO ANITA BIRUA RASHMI SINGH KUNTIA SANGITA PAREYA HARICHARAN SINGH 
BEHRA SAMBHU DEY PREM TIU HIMANI MAHATO SITA LAGURI PRIYA KACHHAP JOHN LOHAR Poonam Manki Rupesh Kumar Amit Tiru Gangadhar Nag Pooja 
Kumari Swati Gope Bhagyshree Patnaik Bipul Sinha Anish Gupta Niranjaan Kr. Nishad Dineshwar Pradhan Amit Mehta Soma Singh Deepa Bharti Namita Kumari Asit Pradhan, 
Gurukul Vikash Shishir Kumar Ansu Kumar Ram Sandeep Kumar Bimla Kumari Shyam Narayan Tiwary Sweta Dubey Sudipta Mukherjee Sharda for for 2016-17, 2017-18, 2018-19, 
2020-21.

HEI clarification Input : Supporting document provided
Recommended Input : 

Obtained Score: 0 
Expected Score: 4
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HEI comments for the metric:
1. As per the DVV finding, the HEI has provided the link for supporting documents
2. For the Appeal HEI has provided supporting documents: 5.2.2_Appeal_file_1
3. Appeal Master file uploaded to the NAAC site: 5.2.2_Appeal_File_final
4. In view of the above, HEI appeals that the revised data of metric 4.4.1 be considered and HEI feels that it deserves to be graded up 

for this metric to 4.
5. HEI claims may be considered.
Link given during DVV Clarification: 5.2.2_DVV
SSR Link: 5.2.2_SSR

https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3725-appointment-letters-2016-21-ku-1.html
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/appeal_doc/7748_1679065690.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/107311/5.2.2_1650012921_7748.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/107311/5.2.2_1650012921_7748.xlsx


Quantitative Metrics (only for the metrics for which clarifications is sought by DVV)

5.2.3 Percentage of student progression to higher education (previous graduating batch)

HEI Input : 20
DVV suggested Input: Provide Proof like admission letters or identity cards or higher degree certificates for Mamta Sawaiyan Janki 
Swaiyan Sulekha Tudu Kanchan Chora Anupama Sapna Jayalaita Ekka Manisha Kumari Meena Birua Sita Rani Jamuda Kamla Boipai 
Sumita Sundi Gaurav Purty Babita Chattar Laxmi Guria Manju Dorai for year 2020-21,progressing to higher education for the year 
2020-21. 
HEI clarification Input : Supporting document provided
Recommended Input : 00
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Obtained Score: 0 
Expected Score: 4

HEI comments for the metric:
1. As per the DVV finding, the HEI has provided the link for supporting documents
2. For the Appeal HEI has provided supporting documents: 5.2.3_Appeal_file_1
3. Appeal Master file uploaded to the NAAC site: 5.2.3_Appeal_final_file
4. Additional links: PhDScholarsList, PhDNotification,  MEd
5. In view of the above, HEI appeals that the revised data of metric 4.4.1 be considered and HEI feels that it deserves to be graded up 

for this metric to 4.
6. HEI claims may be considered.
Link given during DVV Clarification: 5.2.3_DVV
SSR Link: 5.2.3_SSR

https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3697-5-2-3-student-progression.html
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/appeal_doc/7748_1679065395.pdf
https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3944-ph-d-scholars-list_ku.html
https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3945-ph-d-degree-notification_ku.html
https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3946-m-ed-student-registration%20details_ku.html
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/107311/5.2.3_1650013445_7748.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/107311/5.2.3_1650013445_7748.xlsx


Quantitative Metrics (only for the metrics for which clarifications is sought by DVV)
7.1.2 The Institution has facilities for alternate sources of energy and energy conservation measures
 1.Solar energy
 2.Biogas plant
 3.Wheeling to the Grid
 4.Sensor-based energy conservation
 5.Use of LED bulbs/ power efficient equipment

HEI Input : B. 3 of the above
DVV suggested Input : Provide Geo tagged photographs of the Solar energy Biogas plant Wheeling to the Grid Sensor-based energy 
conservation Use of LED bulbs/ power efficient equipment Provide Bills for the purchase of equipment for the Solar energy Biogas plant 
Wheeling to the Grid Sensor-based energy conservation Use of LED bulbs/ power efficient equipment for year 2020-21.
HEI clarification Input : HEI provided supporting document.
Recommended Input : E. None of the above

HEI comments for the metric:
1. HEI appeals for the clarification of the DVV for this metric with the required links for the geo-tagged photographs and bills for the 

above-mentioned facilities.
2. For the appeal, HEI has provided appropriate links: 7.1.2_AppealFile1, 7.1.2_AppealFile2, etc.
3. Appeal Master file uploaded to NAAC site: 7.1.2_KU
4. Additional file: PowerPanels_VermiComposting, LED_lightsGeotagged, SolarEnergy, VermiCompsoting, SensorBasedEnergy
5. In view of the above, HEI appeals that the revised data of metric 7.1.2 be considered and HEI feels that it deserves to be graded up 

for this metric to 3. 
6. HEI claims may be considered.
Link given during DVV: 7.1.2_DVV
SSR Link: 

16

Obtained Score: 0 
Expected Score: 3

https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3744-geotagged-photo-solar-energy.html
https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3747-solar-panel-bill.html
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/appeal_doc/7748_1679064371.pdf
https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3950-7-1-2-additional-data.html
https://kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3977-7-1-2-geotagged-photo-led-light.html
https://kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3979-7-1-2-geotagged-photo-solar-energy.html
https://kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3978-7-1-2-geotagged-vermicomposting.html
https://kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3982-7-1-2-geotagged-photo-sensor-based-energy.html
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/public/index.php/admin/get_file?file_path=eyJpdiI6ImZsUzgrYzVnbWVBeTg3OEhlM0JZUGc9PSIsInZhbHVlIjoiZVZ5eFdUVk1yWXpQWUJhVDdXd0g5NXZxTHdUT1NBWmo3SDgxbjkydGs5di9tMXV6WDFicGF4VTdkSkRsaTZBQm1zZjBLSUlTQUE5QWMvMDFLRGJSM1E9PSIsIm1hYyI6Ijk0NjlhNjRhYmZlYmE2OWI1ZGIwYWQyYmJiNmE2MWE4NzliMWJlZDZjYmQwNzllYjEwOWNmMzE4YmYwNjA5NWYiLCJ0YWciOiIifQ==


Quantitative Metrics (only for the metrics for which clarifications is sought by DVV)
7.1.4 Water conservation facilities available in the Institution:
 1. Rain water harvesting
 2. Borewell /Open well recharge
 3. Construction of tanks and bunds
 4. Waste water recycling
 5. Maintenance of water bodies and distribution system in the campus
 
HEI Input : A. Any 4 or all of the above
DVV suggested Input : " Provide Geo tagged photographs of the Rain water harvesting Borewell /Open well recharge Construction of tanks 
and bunds Waste water recycling Maintenance of water bodies and distribution system in the campus Provide Bills for the purchase of 
equipment for the Rain water harvesting Borewell /Open well recharge Construction of tanks and bunds Waste water recycling Maintenance 
of water bodies and distribution system in the campus for year 2020-21.
HEI clarification Input : HEI provided supporting document.
Recommended Input : E. None of the above
HEI comments for the metric:
1. HEI appeals for the clarification of the DVV for this metric with the required links for the geo-tagged photographs and documents for the above-

mentioned facilities.
2. For the appeal, HEI has provided appropriate links: 7.1.4_AppealFile1 and 7.1.4_AppealFile2.
3. Appeal Master file uploaded to NAAC site: 7.1.4_KU 
4. Additional Link: Borewell_Geotag, Borewell_Recharge
5. In view of the above, HEI appeals that the revised data of metric 7.1.4 be considered and HEI feels that it deserves to be graded up for this 

metric to 1. 
6. HEI claims may be considered.
Link given during DVV: 7.1.4_DVV
SSR Link: 

17

Obtained Score: 0 
Expected Score: 4

https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3748-geotagged-photo-borewell-recharge.html
https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3749-borewell-recharge.html
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/appeal_doc/7748_1679063977.pdf
https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3949-7-1-4-additional-data.html
https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3749-borewell-recharge.html
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/public/index.php/admin/get_file?file_path=eyJpdiI6IkxKRHZxSllMOFYyVExHcnhRVDZXVGc9PSIsInZhbHVlIjoiU0pIbUxKU0thSFJDOHNDYzQyZkNrbGdJRTlaMFZzcmhpMzBxR2xMQ0dNUWRuS0YyMVdiTmlXem1rUHVjelZtMUJSazN3ZVhyN3pQcWFGdFZnQ01sMWc9PSIsIm1hYyI6IjFiN2NmY2I5YjkyZDM5ZDhlZGM4MDM1ODQ4YmU1NDVlNzM5OGVhZjNmMTQ5NDQ5Nzc2ZWRhMGIxZTg0NzNhZDYiLCJ0YWciOiIifQ==


Quantitative Metrics (only for the metrics for which clarifications is sought by DVV)
7.1.5 Green campus initiatives include:
 1. Restricted entry of automobiles 
 2. Use of Bicycles/ Battery powered vehicles
 3. Pedestrian Friendly  pathways
 4. Ban on use of Plastic
 5. landscaping with trees and plants
 
HEI Input : A. Any 4 or All of the above
DVV suggested Input : " Provide Geo tagged photographs/videos of the Restricted entry of automobiles Use of Bicycles/ Battery powered 
vehicles Pedestrian Friendly pathways Ban on use of Plastic landscaping with trees and plants Provide Circulars for the implementation of the 
Restricted entry of automobiles Use of Bicycles/ Battery powered vehicles Pedestrian Friendly pathways Ban on use of Plastic landscaping 
with trees and plants and any other supporting document for year 2020-21.
HEI clarification Input : HEI provided supporting document.
Recommended Input : E. None of the above
 HEI comments for the metric:
1. HEI appeals for the clarification of the DVV for this metric with the required links for the geo-tagged photographs and implementation circulars 

for the above-mentioned facilities.
2. For the appeal, HEI has provided appropriate links: 7.1.5_AppealFile1, 7.1.5_AppealFile2, etc.
3. Appeal Master file uploaded to NAAC site: 7.1.5_KU
4. Additional Link : GreenCampus, pedestrianGeotagged, ParkingGeotagged, GreenaryGeotagged
5. In view of the above, HEI appeals that the revised data of metric 7.1.5 be considered and HEI feels that it deserves to be graded up for this metric 

to 4. 
6. HEI claims may be considered.
Link given during DVV: 7.1.5_DVV
SSR Link: 

18

Obtained Score: 0 
Expected Score: 4

https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3751-parking-and-vehicle-entry-in-ku.html
https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3751-parking-and-vehicle-entry-in-ku.html
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/appeal_doc/7748_1679063516.pdf
https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3951-7-1-5-additional-data.html
https://kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3980-7-1-5-geotagged-photo-pedestrian-friendly-pathway.html
https://kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3981-7-1-5-geotagged-photo-parking-ku.html
https://kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3983-7-1-5-landscaping-with-trees-and-plants.html
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/public/index.php/admin/get_file?file_path=eyJpdiI6IisxQ2RHVTNCTTRmV20wNndRbDAxY1E9PSIsInZhbHVlIjoiMlhBNi9rWHgvM2h5d0RweXA2MzRobTFPb0lCWDI0YXN2VHh6QllyL09kQU1KZGovVnhJYmUvV2RFdXU3a3NLU0FvSHpvWXhxbjlyNDVvTzRLTDZzMFE9PSIsIm1hYyI6IjRjNzJhZjM3OWVkNjJhYzVmOWNlYTkyMjBmMjI1NDM0MmRmMzhhNzg2MmMyN2EwNDdlY2Q2NzViNGMwMWQ3MmQiLCJ0YWciOiIifQ==


Quantitative Metrics (only for the metrics for which clarifications is sought by DVV)
7.1.6 Quality audits on environment and energy are regularly undertaken by the Institution and any awards received for such green 
campus initiatives:
 1. Green audit
 2. Energy audit
 3. Environment audit
 4. Clean and green campus recognitions / awards
 5. Beyond the campus environmental promotion activities
 
HEI Input : D.1 of the above
DVV suggested Input : Provide Certificate of Green audit Energy audit Environment audit Clean and green campus recognitions / awards 
Beyond the campus environmental promotion activities from the auditing agency. Provide Certificates of the awards received from the 
recognized agency. Provide Report on environmental promotional activities conducted beyond the campus with geo tagged photographs 
with caption and date for year 2020-21.
HEI clarification Input : NA
Recommended Input : E. None of the above

HEI comments for the metric:
1. HEI appeals for the clarification of the DVV for this metric with the required links of the reports for the above-mentioned facilities.
2. For the appeal, HEI has provided appropriate links: 7.1.6_AppealFile1 and 7.1.6_AppealFile2.
3. Appeal Master file uploaded to NAAC site: 7.1.6_KU
4. Additional Data: AdditionalGreen,  greenAudit_new
5. In view of the above, HEI appeals that the revised data of metric 7.1.5 be considered and HEI feels that it deserves to be graded up for this metric to 2.
6. HEI claims may be considered.
Link given during DVV: 
SSR Link: 19

Obtained Score: 0 
Expected Score: 2

https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3754-green-audit-report-ku-1.html
https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3656-nss-ku-annual-report-2016-2019.html
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/appeal_doc/7748_1679063495.pdf
https://www.kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3957-7-1-6-additional-data.html
https://kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php/students/downloads/send/15-iqac/3984-7-1-6-energy-audit_new.html


Extended Quantitative Metrics (only for the metrics for which clarifications is sought by DVV)

1.2 Number of departments offering academic programmes 
 
HEI Input : 24
DVV suggested Input : Provide the web link of the departments in University for year 2020-21.
HEI clarification Input : https://kolhanuniversity.ac.in/index.php The link of the departments can be accsess from the above home page by 
clicking on 'Academic' then 'Departments' drop down menu.
Recommended Input: 48

HEI comments for the metric:
1. HEI appeals for the clarification of the DVV for this metric with supporting documents and expected better grade.
2. Appeal Master File uploaded to NAAC site: 1.2_Appeal_final_file 

DVV Clarification: 
SSR Link: 

20

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/appeal_doc/7748_1679065206.pdf


Extended Quantitative Metrics  (only for the metrics for which clarifications is sought by DVV)

2.1 Number of students year-wise during last five years

HEI Input : 

DVV suggested Input : "Provide admission report for total students enrolled duly certified by competent authorities for the year 2016-17, 
2017-18 , 2018-19 and 2019-20, 2020-21."
HEI clarification Input : Supporting document provided
Recommended Input: 
 

21

HEI comments for the metric:
1. HEI appeals for the clarification of the DVV for this metric with supporting documents and expected better grade.
2. Appeal Master File uploaded to NAAC site: 2.1_Appeal_final_file 

DVV Clarification: 2.1_DVV
SSR Link: 2.1_SSR

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/appeal_doc/7748_1679065238.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/107311/dynamic_1649842342_7748.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/107311/dynamic_1649842342_7748.xlsx


THANK  YOU
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